Celebrity Couple News: Lady
Gaga & Taylor Kinney Split
By Stephanie Sacco
This celebrity couple is on the edge of heartbreak. Lady Gaga
and Taylor Kinney have been taking a break from their
relationship, but it might not be forever. According to
UsMagazine.com, the pair is on the same page on this one. She
said, “We are both ambitious artists, hoping to work through
long-distance and complicated schedules to continue the simple
love we have always shared.” In celebrity news, the long
distance was the real reason for their separation. Let’s hope
they can find their way back to each other and rekindle their
love because they really are soulmates.

In celebrity couple news, Gaga says
that she and Kinney are “on a
break.” What are some factors to
consider before going on a break
from a relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
Couples break-up all of the time and half the time they get
back together. Being ‘on a break’ is common even if it’s only
temporary. Cupid is here to help with some dating advice:
1. If he’s driving you crazy: Sometimes couples are too close
for comfort and that causes every little thing to annoy you.
Space is key when it comes to not overdoing it. Make sure your
partner is aware that you need a break and why.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Calvin Harris Unfollows Taylor
Swift on Social Media
2. If he needs a time out: When your partner takes it too far
or steps over the line, take a break. As long as he’s not
being mean or cruel and it’s not the end of the world, a break
isn’t going to kill the relationship. But occasionally he
might need to get put in the dog house.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Iggy Azalea Sets Record Straight
About Moving Out of Nick Young’s House
3. If you aren’t sure about him: Stepping back and assessing
the relationship is healthy. It doesn’t have to be a formal
break, but a few days between visits or dates will help you
figure out where you stand with him.
Have you ever been ‘on a break’? Comment below!

